PARTNERSHIP WORKING
THE

PRIMARY SCHOOL SINGING SUPPORT PACK

In early 2017, Sheffield Music Hub approached Out of the Ark Music with an idea – they wanted to find a way
of providing all their 140 schools with a selection of 6 Out of the Ark songs, picked from different songbooks
and each with a different focus (improvisation, ukulele accompaniment, warming up etc.). What started as a
way simply to provide a song compilation to all the primary schools in Sheffield however, soon turned into
so much more – a song-teaching resource designed to allow every teacher to engage their classes fully with
singing. Now, with 200 copies of the Sheffield Primary School Singing Support Pack and online access
through Out of the Ark Music’s Words on Screen player, we asked Peter Taylor and Colette
TM

Dutot to tell us a little more:

WHAT IS THE SHEFFIELD PRIMARY
SCHOOL SINGING SUPPORT PACK ?
Peter: It is a 6-song printed songbook with music and cross
curricular activities (which Out of the Ark Music created,
edited, designed and printed).

WHY DID YOU WANT TO
CREATE A SINGING RESOURCE
FOR SCHOOLS IN SHEFFIELD?
WHERE DID THE IDEA
COME FROM?

It includes access to vocals and backing tracks, and Words on

Peter: We believe

Screen™ interactive lyrics via an online account. Its purpose

strongly that every

is to provide a singing resource for schools that is varied in

child in Sheffield

repertoire, and that the Music Hub can use to fully engage

deserves the

with all its primary schools. This is done by providing singing

opportunity not just

opportunities through projects linked to the songbook, and

to sing together, but

by encouraging hub staff to use singing as a springboard to

to strive for quality of

other musical and cross curricular learning.

performance whilst they
do it. School colleagues

WHAT IS SHEFFIELD MUSIC HUB’S
RELATIONSHIP WITH OUT OF THE
ARK MUSIC – HAD YOU WORKED WITH
THEM IN THE PAST?
Colette: We’ve long been fans of Out of the Ark Music’s
resources for their reliable quality, range of styles and
appropriateness for children’s voices. We’ve been using
them for the majority of our Primary School Singing
Festivals for the last 5 years, and often chat with OOTAM’s
team to help us choose the right materials for each occasion.

all have different levels
of experience when it
comes to teaching singing, and choosing
songs, and we believe in helping them by
signposting them to the stuff that will help
them achieve the best with their young people.
It was a logical next step to make sure that every
teacher and every child in the city had access to
those resources.
The idea of a 6 song resource to be given to
every school in Sheffield was the starting point –
what came from it has been much bigger than just
providing some songs for schools to sing in a concert.

HOW HAS SHEFFIELD MUSIC
HUB USED THE SONGBOOK?
Colette: The big dream is that EVERY child in Sheffield can
have a shared heritage of six songs they all know and can sing
together. For this to work, we’ve built a programme of events
around the Singing Support Pack to help embed it in schools.

HOW DID YOU GET SHEFFIELD MUSIC
HUB STAFF ON BOARD WITH THE
PROJECT AND HOW WERE THEY ASKED
TO USE THE PACK?
Peter: We devoted a half day of each of our two
September training days to the SSP. We learnt the songs,

In each of our Primary School Singing Festivals this year

and spent time considering how the songs could be adapted

(offered to all schools) we’ve used an SSP song. That’s 54

and used within WCET lessons, as well as using them as

schools and just over 3000 children.

an opportunity to highlight to staff who are not singing

When the Hallé Orchestra came to play for us in Sheffield

specialists how high-quality singing resources can accelerate

City Hall, we asked them to play one of our SSP songs (in
a huge and spectacular orchestral arrangement produced
by Robin McEwan, one of our Hub Managers) for the
3000 children present to sing: It was the highlight of the
show, and really raised the roof!
Our Live Performances (where our Music Leader
team performs in primary schools to give children the
opportunity to experience and join in with live music
making) all included an SSP song, which all the children
could join in with. This involved about 70 schools.
We ran a Singing Challenge, in partnership with Out of
the Ark Music (OOTAM), during the spring term, where
we asked schools to submit a video of them performing
an SSP song in as creative a way as possible. OOTAM
judged the entries and the top two schools won prizes of

children’s learning and development of musicianship.
Each of our Music Leaders has a group of schools they
are responsible for supporting, so each Music Leader took
the Singing Support Pack into their schools, and arranged
a meeting to discuss the resources and the possibilities
it presented to develop their singing strategies. Where
relationships were tentative this gave a new opportunity
to establish a deeper connection with the school, and thus
to have a more meaningful impact on the musical education
of the children.

HOW SUCCESSFUL WAS THIS –
WHAT IF ANYTHING MIGHT YOU HAVE
DONE DIFFERENTLY?
Colette: Where the Music Leader is firmly embedded in the

more resources from OOTAM.

school this worked well, but in schools that maybe have

In partnership with Music in the Round (Sheffield’s

less connection with us, in some cases we think the SSP

chamber music promoter, and the largest such

may not have got past the first person it was handed to,

organisation outside London), we staged an outdoor

and therefore may not have been picked up by the whole

“Big Sing” where families came along, learnt and sang

(or any) teaching staff. It’s helped us highlight where we still

the songs under the expert guidance of one of our Hub

have work to do to encourage schools to recognise that we

Singing specialists, accompanied by 10-piece trombone

are here to support them, even if they don’t engage with us

ensemble and supported by Sheffield Young Singers.

in the more traditional way by buying services from us.

Pictures here: https://tinyurl.com/yajcsftq
For the Big Sing, families were able to sign up to come
along and OOTAM gave them short-term access of the
Words on ScreenTM videos of the songs they needed on
a private YouTube link so they could learn the songs at
home. This helped to promote the quality of work with
parents in a direct way.
We’ve offered CPD throughout the year based on the pack.

HOW HAS THE PACK BEEN
RECEIVED BY SCHOOLS?
Peter: Many schools have taken it on board brilliantly

HAVE YOU RECEIVED THE SUPPORT
YOU HAVE NEEDED FROM OUT OF THE
ARK MUSIC TO DEVELOP THIS PROJECT?

and regularly use the songs in singing assemblies and

Colette: Absolutely. They have been utterly supportive through

performances. 75 (of 135) schools have accessed the online

the original set up of the pack, advice on choosing the right

resources and downloaded the pack through their Out of the

songs, support for the Launch Party, at our Annual Wider Music

Ark Music account. Others may use the printed song book,

Network Conference, and throughout the year - even providing

and in some schools we know it’s being used regularly by

the prizes for our singing competition! Thank you!!

our team when they visit the school.

WAS ANY TRAINING PROVIDED
TO LINK WITH THE PACK?
Colette: We’ve linked all of our Singing CPD in the year to the
SSP. Our Singing Festivals all include a twilight CPD and use
SSP songs. We also ran a CPD session to launch the Singing
Challenge, which focussed on how to develop creativity
through the pack. When we engaged an outside music
educator to deliver a session on vocal improvisation at KS1
and KS2, we asked them to include reference to the SSP so
that schools could link the new ideas in that session to the
resource they already have in school.

WHAT ARE THE PLANS FOR
YEAR 2 OF THE PROJECT?
Peter: We’re working with OOTAM to provide a menu of
songs that schools can choose from to help them develop
a particular area of their singing in school. This way we
encourage schools to reflect on the current reality of what
singing is like in their school, and identify what they want
to do to progress. This personalised progress is key to our
relationship with every young person we work with, and
this helps us make sure it is key to our relationships with the
schools we support too. Well-chosen songs from OOTAM’s
catalogue, supported by the expertise and knowledge of our
singing team will help each school push their singing to the
next level, from whatever point they’re currently at.
The Singing Support Pack book will remain in schools and
the downloads will still be available, and we will continue
to provide opportunities for schools and families to come
together and sing those songs.

“The only thin
g better
than singing is
MORE singing
!”
ELLA FITZGER
ALD

